2004 nissan maxima speaker covers

Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors.
Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Custom Fit For All products are custom fit for the vehicle
below Select Make. Select Model. More Images: click to view. Colors: click to view. Description
Customize, protect and stylize your interior with designer prints! Velour is a high quality, plush
polyester foam backed material. It is guaranteed for two years not to fade or shrink. Several
colors are available. Every Velour cover is edged with a matching velour binding. Features A
Custom Dash Cover is a very conspicuous accessory - it is clearly visible to the driver and front
passenger. Therefore, fit and appearance are the most important qualities of a Custom Dash
Cover. The fit is a result of the Custom Dash Cover's pattern design, construction and materials.
Modern vehicle dashboards are complex, with subtle curved shapes, trays, cupholders,
sensors, airbag cutouts, and other considerations. With a full time staff of professional pattern
makers and advanced computer aided design which was pioneered in the custom auto
accessory field be Coverking 20 years ago , Coverking has the tools to assure a consistent,
perfect fitting Custom Dash Cover. The process of making a Custom Dash Cover pattern takes
upwards of 2 weeks but results in a perfect compliment to the original vehicle's dashboard. All
cutouts, sensors, cupholders and airbag openings are studied and the Custom Dash Cover is
designed not to interfere. Other Dash Covers available on the market are made using a "blind"
stitch. Every stitching style has an intended use, for Custom Dash Covers the optimal stitch
style is the zigzag stitch. Coverking's zigzag stitch takes more time and is more expensive, but
the results are worth the added expense - the stitch acts as a hinge, allowing the cover to
contour the surface of the dashboard. A zigzag stitch also allows small pieces to be sewn
together, because there is no margin. A blind stitch results in the dash cover curling into the
stitch, it attracts dust, it lifts off the dashboard because material is underneath the stitch, and it
prevents small pieces from being sewn together - due to the necessary margins. Coverking
Custom Dash Covers have been selected over competitors by many automotive accessory
retailers for their fit, materials, and construction. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. It's not often you find just the vehicle you
are looking for AND with low mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and
barely driven Nissan Maxima. There is no reason why you shouldn't buy this Nissan Maxima SE.
It is incomparable for the price and quality. You've found the one you've been looking for. Your
dream car. Description: Used Nissan Maxima 3. If you are from Knoxville or around the areas of
Morristown, Johnson City, Cleveland, and Cookeville, TN, and you need a car for a good price,
our floor is open for you to peruse. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by
calling us prior to purchase. But here at Bryan CJD, we strive to take that hassle and frustration
out of the process and provide you with a fun, relaxed and friendly atmosphere. With over years
of combined sales experience, our highly knowledgeable, friendly and caring staff strives to
make you feel at home as soon as you drive onto our lot. If you want to stay close to home and
avoid the big city hassle, come see us at Bryan CJD. Price contains all applicable dealer
incentives and non-limited factory rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates; see dealer
for details. Come in to schedule your test drive today! Mid Atlantic Truck Center. Only 1 Miles!
This Nissan Maxima boasts a Gas V6 3. At The Autobarn Mazda of Evanston we always aim to
be open, honest and transparent. We have a large selection of new Mazdas and pre-owned
vehicles of every make and model, and always over in-stock and ready for delivery. Our
experienced and enthusiastic Product Specialists are ready to show you why The Autobarn
Group is so popular. Please feel free to call us at or visit our website at Gold with beige leather
interior. Call Rodney at for more details on this internet special. We are committed to providing
an excellent customer service experience during your vehicle purchase. Odometer is miles
below market average! Please confirm the details of this vehicle with the dealer to ensure its
accuracy. Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. All prices include a
discount for financing with the dealer to help us manage our customer portfolio with our
lenders. Available for almost all of our vehicles at our advertised price! Haggle free Cash

Pricing! Visit us sensiblechoiceauto. Most affiliate sites that accept feeds only have the ability
to display one price. In most cases that is the Discounted Cash Price. For regular retail prices
and pricing details please see our website. We have a large inventory of used cars trucks SUVs
and vans. Apply online and guarantee an answer by email within 10 minutes!! Call us Today at
and Schedule a Test Drive. Please call before coming out! We have two dealerships and sell
many vehicles. Value priced below the market average! Only , Miles! This Nissan Maxima
delivers a Gas V6 3. Buy a car from us and become a Car Club member - enjoy benefits at gas
stations, restaurants, retailers, and more! Our entire staff is ready to assist in demonstrating the
exciting line-up of new Acura models. Come visit Dayton's premier Acura dealership located in
Centerville and see why Acura is one of the most exciting auto manufacturers. Our Service and
Parts departments will keep your vehicle on the road! We are conveniently located 15 minutes
from anywhere in Dayton. It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the ability to
perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to others who can help. Our
comprehensive point inspection report lists suggested repairs. This list can be used as a
guideline for you or, at your option, we can perform these repairs for you at a discount. Contact
a Sales Associate for more details - 'It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the
ability to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to others who can help. Priced
to sell this Nissan Maxima 3. We are open and ready to serve you! Shop safely and conveniently
from the comfort of your home! Contact us today to schedule a virtual walkaround. Local home
delivery is now available! Smoke Metallic Nissan Maxima 3. Please call us at to schedule a test
drive. Se Hablo Espanol! While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information on
this site, errors do occur such as trim level, bed size, options. Please verify all information with
a customer service representative. Clean History Report!!! Great Gas Mileage!!! Free
Maintenance Plan!!! Great running car at a great value! This Nissan Maxima is loaded with
features and rides great! Power leather seats, Bose stereo system, and a potent v6 all come
together for a great car! Call us today to schedule your test drive!!! Call for details! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim 3. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2,
Engine Type Gas 2, Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 2, Cylinders 6 cylinders 2, Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You
Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Title issue. Price Drop. Not provided. Know The Deal.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I purchased a Nissan Maxima after
extensive research as a left over in January Standard brakes were still operational subsequently
I drove the car to the Faulkner dealership in Harrisburg. Here the mechanics determined there
was a fault code indicating an entire ABS replacement. They also found rust on the floorboards
under the front wheel wells. Add this to a sunroof motor failure just days prior to the ABS
brakes failing. Nissan owners posted on this subject frequently as well as rust under the
floorboards and sunroof failure. I shared my findings with the dealership when they called to
announce the nearly 5K in repairs needed for the Maxima. I explained the situation and that the
car was indeed 8 years old but had merely 60K miles most of which were highway. The interview
process was consistent from the dealership to the customer service representative to the final
mediator. I realized I was repeating information on the car for three days. The day before
Thanksgiving the corporate mediator, Glenda, called to announce Nissan would not be
providing any repair assistance. Unfortunately, I was also very ill and lacked the energy to
pursue the matter. It was essential to repair the brakes so I could make it home and get to a
doctor. It is important to know that I loved this car. I selected every option and waited until I
found a black on black fully loaded Maxima. This car was serviced more than any other vehicle I
have owned. As it turns out, we had a dysfunctional relationship. I gave and gave and Nissan
left me sitting. If you have read this and still purchase a Nissan and especially a Maxima
remember you were warned. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. For more information go to The
Nissan Maxima is an automobile that was originally produced by Nissan as a four-door sports
car 4DSC but its features suited more of a luxury car instead. This car is a midsize family sedan
that offers dramatic styling with its sleek design, upscale interior and comfortable cabin. It is
refined, comfortable and spacious. Remember that no matter how appealing your Nissan
Maxima appears now or how outstanding it performs today; there will come a time that your
sedan will get old. So, before that happens, you must take some action and take good care of it
properly. The brake pads play a very vital role in ensuring your safety as you hit the road. Brake
pads give you the power to control your car whenever you needed it to stop. You would never
want to be in an accident because of a loose or dysfunctional brake. Therefore, it is necessary
that you check the condition of your brake pads and replace it when necessary. You can detect
if there's a problem in the brake pad if you could hear a grinding or squealing noise when you

apply brakes. Another sign of damaged brake pads is when you can feel a vibration in the
steering wheel. Act on it immediately and seek the help of a professional. Windshields play a
critical role for your safety. You don't want to be caught in a bad weather with a cracked or
damaged windshield. As soon as you notice little cracks on the windshield, replace it right
away. There are a lot of windshield replacements out there so be sure to pick the one that is
specifically designed for your vehicle. Aside from checking for breaks or any sign of damage, it
is also important that you keep it always in mint condition by doing regular cleaning. Always
check your wiper blades before going on a trip. Check for any signs of wear or tear. Bear in
mind that wiper blades with its rubberized material can deteriorate due to age, sunlight
exposure, cold weather and some other factors. Taking care of your wiper blades is very easy.
All you have to do is wash the edges of the blade with a wet towel. Doing so will remove the
dust, dirt and grime that have been accumulated because of everyday use. Washing it regularly
will promote the efficiency and effectiveness of your wiper blades. If your wiper blades are no
longer in good shape, you need to replace it immediately. Replacing your damaged wiper blades
is simple but if you are uncertain of how to fix your wiper blades, you can seek the help of
experts. A car like Nissan Maxima that offers a combination of convenience and luxury is a very
big bonus, so taking good care of it is a must. One thing to remember in maintaining your car is
to promptly address the problem before it gets worst. Try your best to understand what is going
on with your car before you consult a mechanic. To further increase its sales in the United
States, Nissan, which was called Datsun before, launched a series of mid-size sedans in â€”the
Maxima. Although it went through various name and style changes over the years, this
particular Nissan line is considered to be one of the most successful vehicles of all time. When
the Maxima was released, it was known as the Bluebird G6. However, when it was imported to
the United States, the name Datsun was used. The Datsun version was powered by a 2. In
Japan, three years after its debut, the Bluebird was released under the nameplate Maxima.
Meanwhile, in the U. However, after two years, Nissan decided to drop the name in favor of
Maxima. For the model year, Nissan revamped the Maxima and called it the J30 model. The new
model qualified as a mid-size vehicle in the U. The increase in size made it possible for the
Maxima to seat three people in the back comfortably. Aside from the change in size, the new
model was also equipped with a digital touch entry system which enabled a driver to lower and
raise the windows and moon roof even if his or her key was not in the ignition. In , the Maxima
underwent another facelift, and the A32 model was born. It was powered by a 3. However, in ,
the Maxima was once again redesigned to give way to plastic headlights, five-spoke alloy
wheels, and new tail lights. Also known as the A33, a new Maxima model--which was designed
in California--was released in and came with a 3. In , Nissan released a special edition Maxima
SE to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the line. This model had limited-edition side skirts and
brushed-metallic parts. In , a new generation of Maximas was released, and this was tagged as
the A Aside from the new transmission, the Maximas were sold with new grilles which lacked
center blocks and headlights that had square edges. At the present, the Maxima comes with or
inch alloy wheels, a restyled grille, and new tail lights. Also, car owners can choose between
two new colors: the Dark Slate and Java Metallic. However, although there were some interior
changes, the Maxima still looks like its predecessor. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Nissan Maxima
Alternator. Nissan Maxima Axle Assembly. Nissan Maxima Blower Motor. Nissan Maxima Brake
Booster. Nissan Maxima Brake Caliper. Nissan Maxima Brake Disc. Nissan Maxima Brake
Master Cylinder. Nissan Maxima Brake Pad Set. Nissan Maxima Cabin Air Filter. Nissan Maxima
Catalytic Converter. Nissan Maxima Cold Air Intake. Nissan Maxima Dash Cover. Nissan Maxima
Distributor. Nissan Maxima Door Glass. Nissan Maxima Engine Control Module. Nissan Maxima
Fender. Nissan Maxima Floor Mats. Nissan Maxima Fog Light Cover. Nissan Maxima Fuel Filter.
Nissan Maxima Fuel Pump. Nissan Maxima Fuel Tank. Nissan Maxima Grille Trim. Nissan
Maxima Headlight. Nissan Maxima Muffler. Nissan Maxima Power Steering Pump. Nissan
Maxima Serpentine Belt. Nissan Maxima Spark Plug. Nissan Maxima Starter. Nissan Maxima
Steering Knuckle. Nissan Maxima Steering Rack. Nissan Maxima T Connector. Nissan Max
cat5e to rj11 wiring diagram
e46 cigarette lighter
2014 jetta service manual
ima Tail Light. Nissan Maxima Throttle Body. Nissan Maxima Wheel. Nissan Maxima Window
Motor. Nissan Maxima Wiper Blade. Nissan Maxima Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop
Nissan Maxima Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: N Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results.

Nissan Maxima Customer Reviews. Dec 26, Came very quickly. Fred Raether. Purchased on Dec
26, May 28, Good Deal. Well made part for a great price! C Montello. Purchased on May 13, Sep
28, Works great. Madde Contreras. Purchased on Sep 12, Nissan Maxima Guides. Helpful
Automotive Resources. Mitsubishi-Nissan Alliance Stronger Than Ever The two automakers
have suffered greatly from growing competition in and out of the United States and internal
issues caused by leadership. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

